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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: OceaniaMacmillan Technical, 1991
Ifyou turn a globe just so, all you can see is the Pacific Ocean, the earth's largest geographic feature. Its estimated area of some 181 million square kilometers is greater than that of all of the world's land areas combined; however, even when Aus. tralia is included, the Pacific contains only about 9 million square kilometers of dry land. The...
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Information Retrieval Technology: 6th Asia Information Retrieval Societies ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	The Asia Information Retrieval Societies Conference (AIRS) 2010 was the sixth conference in the AIRS series, aiming to bring together international researchers and developers to exchange new ideas and the latest results in information retrieval.


	The scope of the conference encompassed the theory and practice of all aspects of...
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New Challenges in Gastrointestinal EndoscopySpringer, 2008

	Gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy has become indispensable in both diagnosis and treatment of GI disorders. It has been 10 years now since the first Endoscopy Forum Japan was held, and in that time, leading young endoscopists, including colleagues from Asia, Australia, Europe, and the United States, have participated in the forum, discussing...
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Design of Ultra Wideband Antenna Matching Networks: Via Simplified Real Frequency Technique (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Design of Ultra Wideband Antenna Matching Networks: via Simplified Real Frequency Technique (SRFT) will open up a new horizon for design engineers, researchers, undergraduate and graduate students to construct multi-band and ultra wideband antenna matching networks for antennas which in turn will push the edge of technology to manufacture...
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The Wealth and Poverty of Nations: Why Some Are So Rich and Some So PoorW W Norton, 1998
A towering work of history examining the world's most pressing problem--the growing gulf between rich and poor. For the last six hundred years, the world's wealthiest countries have been mostly European. Late in our century, the balance has begun to shift toward Asia, where countries such as Japan have grown at astounding rates. Why have these...
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Acquired Cystic Disease of the Kidney and Renal Cell Carcinoma: Complication of Long-Term DialysisSpringer, 2007

	The detailed and comprehensive observations presented in this book on acquired cystic disease of the kidney and renal cell carcinoma in dialysis patients are drawn from the author’s decades of experience. Beginning with the first clinical case in 1978 and including subsequent follow-up studies and questionnaires, the volume is an...
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Foundation PHP 5 for FlashFriends of Ed, 2005
David Powers has been professionally involved with the electronic media for some 30 years, mostly in radio and television—he was BBC Tokyo correspondent in the late 1980s and early 1990s—but more recently with the Internet. He built his first site in 1995, and was instantly hooked. Eventually, the sheer tedium of updating content...
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DNA Computing: 8th International Workshop on DNA Based Computers, DNA8, Sapporo, Japan, June 10-13, 2002, Revised PapersSpringer, 2003
Biomolecular computing has emerged as an interdisciplinary field that draws together chemistry, computer science, mathematics, molecular biology, and physics. Our knowledge on DNA nanotechnology and biomolecular computing increases exponentially with every passing year. The international meeting on DNA Based Computers has been a forum where...
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Regulatory Mechanisms of Striated Muscle Contraction (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2007

	The discovery of troponin by Professor Setsuro Ebashi opened a new era for research

	into the regulation of striated muscle contraction. This volume is the proceedings of the symposium

	held at Okazaki, Japan, in 2005 celebrating the 40th anniversary of that discovery.





	Professor Ebashi started his work on muscle...
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Deflation: What Happens When Prices FallCollins, 2004


	MAY 6, 2003, WAS AN EXTRAORDINARY DAY IN

	Washington, D.C. The Federal Reserve held its

	Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)

	meeting in its two-storied chandeliered boardroom

	at the central bank's white marble temple on

	Constitution Avenue. Now, there was nothing

	unusual about the FOMC gathering. The committee meets...
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OPLL: Ossification of the Posterior Longitudinal LigamentSpringer, 2006

	Ossifi cation of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL) is no longer only a Japanese

	disease. In 2004, 18 papers on OPLL and related conditions were published, and 7 of

	those were from countries other than Japan. Major textbooks on spine surgery, such

	as The Spine, The Cervical Spine, and Spine Surgery, have devoted chapters to...
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Cyber Conflict: Competing National PerspectivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Today, cyber security, cyber defense, information warfare and cyber warfare issues are among the most relevant topics both at the national and international level. All the major states of the world are facing cyber threats and trying to understand how...
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